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The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a general-purpose detector 
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It has a broad physics 
programme ranging from studying the Standard Model (including 
the Higgs boson) to searching for extra dimensions and particles 
that could make up dark matter. 

CMS at LHC
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https://cms.cern/detector
https://home.cern/about/accelerators/large-hadron-collider
https://home.cern/about/physics/standard-model
https://home.cern/topics/higgs-boson
https://home.cern/about/physics/extra-dimensions-gravitons-and-tiny-black-holes
https://home.cern/about/physics/dark-matter
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CMS
Tracker: Si sensor modules, it measures trajectories of 
charged particles (p

T
) and primary vertex reconstruction.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL): PbWO4 crystals with 
very high granularity, it measures the energy of electrons 
and photons.

Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL): brass/steel absorber and 
plastic scintillator which stops the more penetrating 
hadrons and measures their energy.

Solenoid: superconducting cylindrical coil that provides a 
homogeneous magnetic field of 3.8 T to bend the 
trajectory of charged particles, allowing their q and p

T
 

measurement.
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Muon System: three subsystems based on gas ionisation chambers: drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC) and 
cathode strip chambers (CSC). Designed to measure trajectories, momentum and identification of muons and trigger on 
them. CIEMAT - CMS group responsible for the construction, assembly, operations and upgrade of ¼ DT chambers, RO 
electronics and part of their alignment since the beginning of experiment.
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Electron reconstruction

ECAL claster1 TeV electron

2018 CMS data

Track

Tracker
ECAL

HCAL

The electron reconstruction is made by a Gaussian Sum Filter algorithm combining a track from the tracker and a 
supercluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) consistent with an electromagnetic cascade.

arXiv:2012.06888 
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Relative electron resolution versus 
electron p

T
, as measured by the ECAL 

(orange), by the tracker (green), and the 
combination (blue). Resolution improves 
with the momentum.

Good E, mass resolution at high mass, 
where this analysis is focussed. 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:2012.06888
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Muon reconstruction

The muon reconstruction is performed by using the tracker and the muon detectors.

For high p
T
 muons (p

T
 > ~200 GeV), the track in the tracker is almost a straight line 

and the muon system is needed to increase the lever arm, improving the p
T
 

measurement          dedicated high p
T
 measurement

1 TeV muon

With the amount of data collected in Run 2, CMS has detected a sufficiently large sample 
of high energy muons to allow a study of such muons. Dedicated paper to high p

T
 muons: 

doi:10.1088/1748-0221/15/02/P02027
2018 CMS data

Muon 
chambers

Track
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CMS 
Superconducting 

Solenoid

high p
T 

muon

low p
T 

muon

Muon p
T
 resolution: gaussian σ of fits 

to q/p
T
 relative residuals for cosmic ray 

muons for barrel and endcaps, 

compared to the resolution extracted 

from DY simulation.

Resolution worsens at high p
T
.
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Neutrino “reconstruction”: p
T

miss

Neutrinos are not detectable by CMS. The only way to infer their presence is indirectly with the imbalance of the 

momentum in the transverse plane. The missing transverse momentum p
T

miss is defined as the negative sum of the 

transverse momentum of all reconstructed particles in an event:

The sources of the p
T

miss are particles not identified by any subdetector, like neutrinos, 

or unknown potential particles. But the p
T

miss is also affected by inefficiencies of the 

detector like areas where a particle can escape without being detected.

In order to correct the p
T

miss  

from the detector inefficiencies, 

cleaning filters are applied.

p
T

miss

x

y

zDetected 
particles
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→

10.1088/1748-0221/10/02/P02006

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1088%2F1748-0221%2F10%2F02%2FP02006&v=e3f7b254
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Jets and b-tagging

Jets are the experimental signatures of the hadronic 

showers from quarks and gluons. Jets are reconstructed by 

combining the tracker track and energy deposits in the 

calorimeters using the anti-k
T
 algorithm with  ∆R= 0.4.
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10.1088/1126-6708/2008/04/063 

Jets originated from heavy-flavour decays are called b-quark jets. The 
long lifetime of hadrons containing a b quark allow them to travel 
around 100-200 μm before decaying and these distances are measured 
inside the Si tracker due to its excellent spatial resolution. The 
information about secondary vertex and track information is used in 
the Deep Combined Secondary Vertex (DeepCSV) discriminant.

10.1088/1748-0221/13/05/P05011
more likely

 b-jet
less likely

 b-jet

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1088%2F1126-6708%2F2008%2F04%2F063&v=93e1ae76
https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1088%2F1748-0221%2F13%2F05%2FP05011&v=c0f5943a
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lepton + p
T

miss is one of the most clean and sensitive channels to search for 

Physics beyond Standard Model (BSM).

It is the simplest realization of the so called “high-p
T
 probes” of new physics, where new effects, growing with √s, may 

appear in the tail of kinematical distributions (p
T
, M,...)

Experimentally it is clean and simple.
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Clean signature

Possibility of new particles

Why looking at high mass l + p
T

miss final state?

?

Many SM extensions predict additional heavy gauge bosons, W’, from 

models with extended gauge sectors, or theories with extra spatial 

dimensions, or SUSY mediators..,

These bosons are searched for as deviations from the SM prediction in the 

reconstructed dilepton mass. 



Sequential Standard Model (SSM) W′ boson:  simplified model
heavy analogue of the SM W boson, with the same left-handed coupling to 
fermions as that of the SM W:
➜ Assumes only coupling to fermions 
➜ g

W′/g
W

 = 1 
➜ Parameter of interest: W’ mass

 Model independent (MI): using a single bin method on the discriminant variable (mass), looks for production of 

new particles, without  specific assumption on the signal mass shape.  Can be used in reinterpretations, testing 

new physics models having l+p
T

miss signature. 
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Varying coupling strength (g
W′): release constraint g

W′/g
W

 = 1 
Because of the dependence of the width, Γ, of a particle on its coupling, and the 
consequent effect on the M

T
 distribution, limits are set on the coupling strength g

W′/g
W

  ≠ 1 
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Why looking at high mass l + p
T

miss final state?

doi:10.1007/BF01556677

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF01556677


Split-UED model: model with extended space-time with an additional 

compact fourth spatial dimension of radius R, and a bulk mass parameter of 

the fermion field in five dimensions, μ. In this model SM particles have a 

corresponding Kaluza-Klein (KK) partner, W
KK

(n). From the SSM W′ limit, 

bounds for the case n = 2 are set on the split-UED parameter space (1/R, μ).
doi:10.1007/JHEP04(2010)081
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 RPV SUSY with scalar lepton mediator: assuming a SUSY scalar lepton 

as a mediator with subsequent R-parity and lepton flavor violating 

decay to a charged lepton and a neutrino. The analysis studies the 

cases where a tau slepton decays to e + ν
μ
 and to μ + ν

e
.

 From the model independent limits, limits in the

  𝛌 - M
stau

 plane can be derived.

    doi:10.1103/PhysRevD.86.055010
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extra-dimensions

Why looking at high mass l + p
T

miss final state?

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/JHEP04(2010)081
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.86.055010


W parameter: universal new physics effects in 4 fermion contact interactions 

can be described by the oblique electroweak parameters S, T, W and Y.               

W and Y parameters induce effects that grow with √s of the process. 
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quadratic dependence of the 
new physics deviations with 
the hard collision energy

The effect is that the propagators of the SM electroweak gauge bosons are modified, and the relative deviations with 

respect to the SM are given by the weight:

A fit between data and reweighted MC background (dependent on W) yields the

 W value that makes the background best reproduce data, constraining W.
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Why looking at high mass l + p
T

miss final state?

t2 = tangent squared of SM weak mixing angle ~ 0.3

doi:10.1016/jphysletb.2017.06.04
10.1016/j.nuclphysb.2004.10.014
This week: arxiv.org/abs/2103.10532

SM propagator

Modified 
propagator by 
W-parameter

M
T

Ev
en

ts

Data
SM background
BSM deviation
non-resonant

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269317305191
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.10532


Being directly sensitive to the spectrum of potential new resonances (W’),  kinematically limited by √s:

Being sensitive to the interference, indirectly exploring the new gauge force via the oblique W parameter, this 

allows you to go further than the kinematical limit.

Additional constraints from sectors other than W’ (Higgs, Z’...) 

● HVT model: W’ couplings to bosons and fermions.● SSM model: only fermionic 

couplings are considered
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Why looking at high mass l + p
T

miss final state?

 Higgs Compositeness: Higgs boson could be a composite particle emerging from a 

strongly interacting sector (CS) as a pseudo-Goldstone boson; W’ would be 

another composite particle; sector characterized by the coupling g* and mass m*, 

the g*-m* plane can be constrained in different ways:

 Composite Higgs

hep-ph/0703164

doi:10.1088/1126-6708/2007/06/045

doi:10.1007/jhep09(2014)060

JHEP2007(045)

arXiv:1502.01701  
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2

3

1

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0703164
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/1126-6708/2007/06/045
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1126-6708/2007/06/045
https://arxiv.org/abs/1502.01701


CMS recorded luminosity 2016+2017+2018:

ℒ = (35.9 + 41.5 + 59.7) fb−1 = 137.1 fb−1
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Data: pp collisions from LHC collected by CMS

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/LumiPublicResults 

This analysis has made use of proton-proton collisions from LHC recorded by CMS during the so-called 
Run 2: years 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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CMS Average Pileup 2016, 2017 & 2018:

PU = 27, 38 & 37

Pileup: number of additional pp interactions in the 
same or adjacent bunch crossing.Luminosity: amount of collisions produced per unit of area.

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/LumiPublicResults


SSM Wprime signals: SSM W’, heavy analogue of the SM 

W boson assuming equal coupling strength. Narrow 

resonance decaying leptonically. Generated by PYTHIA 

8.2 corrected to QCD NNLO with K-factor. 

                    m(W’): from 0.4 to 6.4 TeV

Signal
SSM Generalized coupling: signal samples for a range of 
coupling ratios g

W′/g
W

 = 0.01 to 3 for the coupling 
strength study. Example for m(W’)=2 TeV

CMS Simulation Preliminary
CMS Simulation Preliminary
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g
W′/g

W
= 0.01

g
W′/g

W
= 1

g
W′/g

W
= 3



l + 𝜈  signature: high p
T
 lepton (electron or muon) and “nothing else” (p

T
miss), inclusive in number of jets.

Study based on a binned likelihood fit in the discriminant variable M
T
, in data and SM prediction (simulated 

samples).
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Lepton + neutrino signature
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Data
SM background

M
T

Ev
en

ts

W’mass

W’ signal
W’

p
T

miss

ΔΦ(l , p
T

miss)

l 

x

y

z



Background = processes whose final state is the same or can be mistaken as that of the signal (l+p
T

miss).
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Background

Main and 
irreducible 
background.

If one lepton is 
lost, or outside 
the acceptance.

When one or two 
of the bosons 
decay leptonically.

Top quark decays to 
bW and W decays 
leptonically.

Where one lepton is 
produced in a jet 
(mainly from b-quark).

All Backgrounds are simulated with MC samples and scaled to Run 2 luminosity using their cross sections.
All samples corrected by scale factors (SF) taking into account experimental effects from data.
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Offshell W           Top           Diboson            DY             QCD 

Legend:

jetW

l

𝜈

t

t
_

b

b W

W

q

q_

l

𝜈

_

W

l
𝜈

W/Z
q

_q

l

l
_

Z

l

q

q_



Preselection:
➜ HLT trigger p

T 
threshold:

e channel 175 GeV (2016) 200 GeV (2017 & 2018)
μ channel 50 GeV

➜ Lepton offline p
T
 threshold & eta:

e channel p
T
 > 240 GeV, |η| < 2.5

μ channel p
T
 > 53 GeV, |η| < 2.4  

➜ Veto a second lepton with  p
T
 > 25 GeV 

and loose ID (both e, μ )

ID quality cuts:
e channel: dedicated high energy e+, e- ID
μ channel: dedicated high p

T
 muon ID

➜  isolation <  0.1* p
T

➜ d
xy

 < 0.02 cm , d
z
 < 0.5 cm

➜ Δp
T
  > 0.3*p

T

Selection - One high quality, high p
T
 lepton

Muon μ

Electron μ
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Selection - Kinematic cuts
Kinematic cut to exploit the two-body decay kinematics of a massive resonance produced almost at rest.

p
T
 balance: 0.4 < p

T
lepton/p

T
miss < 1.5 

Muon p
T 

/p
T

miss Δɸ(muon,p
T

miss)

Back-to-back: ∆ɸ(lepton, p
T

miss ) > 2.5 
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Massive 

resonance

p
T

miss

ΔΦ(l , p
T

miss)

l 



Discriminant threshold for 90% efficiency
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Selection - Jets cut and b-tag veto
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Jet multiplicity DeepCSV discriminant

Reject evts with Njets > 6

2017

2018

Cuts on number of jets and b-tag discriminant to reduce top background. 

2016

t

t
_

b

b W

W

q

q_

l

𝜈

_

Remaining top bkg 
normalized from data 
in a control region 
(top enriched region).
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Muon channel highest M
T
 event (2017)

➜ M
T
 = 2975 GeV

➜ p
T

miss = 1483 GeV

➜ Muon: 
➜ p

T
 = 1491 GeV

➜ μ = -0.521
➜ 𝜑 = 2.429

Run 2017
run:lumisection:number
305112:279:422026251 
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r-z view

r-𝜑  view
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➜ M
T
 = 2700 GeV

➜ p
T

miss = 1375 GeV

➜ Electron:
➜ p

T
 = 1365 GeV

➜ μ = -0.21
➜ 𝜑 = 2.85

Run 2018
run:lumisection:number
320917:310:508468292

Electron channel highest M
T
  event (2018)
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r-z view

r-𝜑  view



Common sources for both channels:

➜ Modelling of the background: 
➜ Cross-sections:  ~ 5 % typically
➜ ttbar CR normalization ~ 5 %
➜ K-factor: mass dependent ±(4 - 19)%
➜ PDFs: function of M

T
 ±(3 - 40)%

➜ PU reweighting:  ± 4.6 % on σ
MB

➜ Luminosity: ± 2.5%
➜ p

T
miss: Jet Energy Corrections, propagation lepton p

T
 

uncertainty, jet energy scale and unclustered energy.

➜ Corresponding sources to signal samples.
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W background
Muon channel

Systematic uncertainties - global

Orange: dominant sources

dominant among the p
T

miss sources
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Preliminary

M
T
 distribution with the effect of all systematic 

uncertainty sources being varied +1σ and -1σ.



Muon channel

Source ± Uncertainty value (%)

Trigger SF
ID SF 
Muon isolation SF
Muon p

T
 resolution

Muon p
T
 scale

0.5(8) for B(E, p
T 

>1 TeV)
0.4 (B) 2.1 (E)
0.1
~0 (B) 1  (E)
5-10 p

T
 shift (p

T
 > 2 TeV)(E)
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Systematic uncertainties - channel specific

Electron channel

Source ± Uncertainty value (%)

Trigger SF
HEEP SF 
JES and JER
El energy scale correction

ECAL level-1 prefiring (2017)

0.5(1.1) for EB (EE)
1 - 5 function of el. E

T
2-5
0.05-0.1(0.1-0.3)EB(EE)
20
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SF = scale factors
E = endcap
B = barrel
Orange = dominant sources

More detail in following slides
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Systematic uncertainties - Muon scale
Muon p

T
 scale: from Generalized Endpoint Method. Bias due to misalignment is 

parametrized as an additive constant 𝜅
b
(η,ϕ) to the curvature = q/p

T

                                       1/p
T
 ←1/p

T
+𝜅

b
(η,ϕ)
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This method is applied to 
each bin of η and φ.

The generalized endpoint method 
injects 𝜅

b
 to the MC and minimize the 

difference between curvature 
distributions in data and MC.

A fit value of 𝜅
b
 different from 0 

reflects potential detector alignment 

bias.

From A. Escalante



No significant differences are found between tracker+muon detector p
T
 and only tracker p

T
 ⇒ the p

T 
scale effect  

does not come from tracker-muon system misalignment.

The uncertainty as a function of muon p
T
 is derived as an average of multiple maps generated from the original one 

for each η and φ bin. Maximum p
T
 shift is ~10(5)% at p

T 
> 2 TeV for 2017(2018) data in the far endcaps.

Published in the dedicated paper to high-p
T
 muon in CMS: doi:10.1088/1748-0221/15/02/P02027 
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Systematic uncertainties - Muon scale

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/15/02/P02027
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Systematic uncertainties - Muon HLT trigger efficiencies
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HLT trigger threshold: 50 GeV.
Trigger efficiencies using orthogonal datasets (triggered by p

T
miss or Electron) (black) and in W MC samples (red),

as a function of muon p
T
 and muon pseudorapidity.

Scale factors (SF) are derived 
from the ratio of data over MC 
in orthogonal method (black) 
and using a different method 
(tag-and-probe)(green). 

Systematic uncertainties estimated from the differences between methods.



Sequential Standard Model (SSM)
W’ signals with g = g

SM 
:

                 M = 3.8 TeV

                 M = 5.6 TeV

27

Mu. channel p
T

miss

Muon p
T

Electron p
T

El. channel p
T

miss

Preliminary Preliminary

Preliminary Preliminary
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Distributions after selection.

Final distributions



Final M
T
 distributions

➜ Transverse mass distributions after all selection for full Run 2 data. Discriminant variable.
➜ Good agreement between data and SM prediction. No significant deviation.
➜ Input for limit setting, statistical analysis with a binned likelihood fit. 
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M
T
(μ,p

T
miss)M

T
(e,p

T
miss)

Preliminary Preliminary
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M
T
 distributions split by charge
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Preliminary Preliminary
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Positive μ Negative μ

While at higher mass the contribution 

of W+ is expected to be enhanced over 

that of W- (W+/W- > 1.2).

From this analysis at M
T
 > 120 GeV: 

W+/W- = 1.2

From this analysis at M
T
 > 2000 GeV: 

W+/W- = 2.1

Due to the evolution of the PDFs, the M
T
 distribution is also sensitive to the momentum fraction and nature of the 

partons involved in the interaction. W+/W- measured experimentally at the M
W

 region = 1.295 +0.003 -0.010

doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2016.06.023 

Profiting from very low muon charge confusion rate, ~10-3 even at  high mass region.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2016.06.023
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Statistical Analysis - Limit Setting procedure
➜ Agreement between ATLAS and CMS W’ groups, limits are calculated using a Bayesian method.

➜ Study based on a binned likelihood fit where the observed events are described by a Poisson distribution.

➜ Uncertainties are modeled with log-normal prior distributions. Two approaches are used:

Multi-bin approach 
➜ Use information on signal shape
➜ Used for limit on the SSM & split-UED 

Single-bin approach 
➜ Use information from one single bin
➜ Used to provide Model-Independent limit

                           : used to set limit

Signal efficiencies = M
W’

(1.8 TeV) ~ 0.72(e), 0.78(μ) 

                                    M
W’

(3.8 TeV) ~ 0.63(e). 0.71(μ)
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Model independent limit

➜ Using a single bin ranging from M
T

min to infinity.

➜ Limit set on the σ x B and experimental effects (acceptance A x efficiency ε)

➜ Can be used to test new physics models having l+p
T

miss signature 

Excluded
region

El. Channel Mu. Channel

e+μ Combined Channel
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SSM W’
➜ Statistical analysis with a binned likelihood fit.
➜ Uncertainties are modeled with log-normal prior distributions.
➜ SSM W’: heavy analogue of the SM W boson with the equal coupling strength g

W’
=g

W
. 

➜ Full Run 2 limits on SSM W’ for e+μ combined channel:

M(W’) > 5.7 (5.6) TeV Obs. (Exp.) 

doi:10.1007/BF01556677

El. Channel Mu. Channel

CMS 2016: M
W’

> 5.2 (5.2) TeV Obs. (Exp.)     JHEP06(2018)128
e+μ Combined Channel

5.4 TeV (Obs.)
5.3 TeV (Exp.)

ATLAS Run 2: M
W’

> 6.0 (5.8) TeV Obs. (Exp.)  PhysRevD.100.052013 

5.6 TeV (Obs.)
5.5 TeV (Exp.)

5.7 TeV (Obs.)
5.6 TeV (Exp.)
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF01556677
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP06(2018)128
https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.100.052013
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If (gW’= gW) 5.4 TeV If (gW’= gW) 5.6 TeV

Varying coupling strength (g
W′)

➜ Coupling strength g
W′ changes the total cross-section and width of the jacobian peak.

➜ Signal generated by MadGraph5 (LO) with various g
W′/g

W
 and then official SSM 

samples are reweighted.

➜ g
W′/g

W
 ranged from 0.01 to 3.

➜ For low masses (< 1 TeV), g(W’)/g(W) are excluded at ~0.03.

g
W′/g

W
= 0.01

g
W′/g

W
= 1

g
W′/g

W
= 3

El. Channel Mu. Channel

Preliminary

W’ coupling strength

Preliminary
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Split-Universal Extra Dimension model 

➜ Extended space-time with an additional compact 5th dimension of radius R, 

and a bulk mass parameter of the fermion field, μ. 

➜ SM particles have a corresponding Kaluza-Klein (KK) partner, W
KK

(n). 

➜ Only KK-even modes couple to SM partners.

➜ From the SSM W′ limit, bounds for the case n = 2 are set on the split-UED parameter space (1/R, μ).

➜ Full Run 2 Limits on 1/R for e+μ combined channel : 1/R < 2.8 (2.7) TeV Obs. (Exp.) excluded at μ > 2 TeV.
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Split-UED WKK
(2)

doi:10.1007/JHEP04(2010)081

Excluded
region

e+μ Combined Channel

8TeV

El. Channel Mu. Channel
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R-parity Violating SuperSymmetry model 

➜ By using the model independent limits, bound on the RPV SUSY model can be derived at ( λ-M
    

 ) plane.

➜ Assuming a SUSY scalar lepton as a mediator with subsequent R-parity and lepton flavor violating decay to a 

charged lepton and a neutrino. The analysis studies a tau slepton (     ) decays to e + ν
μ
 and to μ + ν

e
 .

➜ If M
    

  ~ 1 TeV , λ’
3ij

 = 0.5 :     λ
231 

(λ
132

) > 3.7 (4.7) x 10-3 excluded.
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RPV SUSY model
doi:10.1103/PhysRevD.86.055010

Decay to e + ν
μ
 given by 𝛌

231
Decay to μ + ν

e
 given by 𝛌

132

El. Channel Mu. Channel
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W oblique electroweak parameter
Universal new physics effects in 4 fermion contact interactions can be 

described by the oblique electroweak parameters S, T, W and Y.

doi:10.1016/jphysletb.2017.06.04
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M
T

Ev
en

ts

Data
SM background
BSM deviation
non-resonant

The effect is that the propagators of the SM electroweak gauge bosons are modified, and the relative deviations with 

respect to the SM are given by the weight:

This weight is applied to the SM prediction. A fit between data and reweighted MC background (dependent on W) 

yields the W value that makes the background best reproduce data, constraining W.

t2 = tangent squared of SM weak mixing angle ~ 0.3
SM propagator

Modified 
propagator by 
W-parameter

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269317305191
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W oblique electroweak parameter
Universal new physics effects in 4 fermion contact interactions can be 

described by the oblique electroweak parameters S, T, W and Y.

doi:10.1016/jphysletb.2017.06.04

➜ The result of combining 2017 + 2018 of Run 2 data (101 fb-1) for both e 

and μ channels yields a fitted value W-parameter = [-12+5] x 10-5 (1σ).

➜ Result consistent with SM within 2σ, it reduces a factor ~10 previous 

bounds from LEP experiments (gray ellipsis). JHEP02(2016)086

➜ First experimental measurement of W oblique electroweak parameter 

with LHC data.  

-6
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M
T

Ev
en

ts

Data
SM background
BSM deviation
non-resonant

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269317305191
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/JHEP02(2016)086


Limit set by the W’ coupling 
strength limit with 
Γ(W')/m(W') < 5% narrow 
resonance assumption. 

Higgs Compositeness Limit

Limit set by the W-parameter limit.

2  Indirect Search from W-parameter

W-parameter = [-12+5] x 10-5 , m
W 

= 0.0804 TeV

μ = measured Higgs boson σ/SM expectation

3 Higgs Measurement

Excluded composite Higgs m
*
 < 3 TeV in the SSM scenario

Excluded composite Higgs m
*
 < 1 TeV in the HVT scenario
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Limit set by the W’ coupling strength 
from HVT model where widths and 
cross sections are consistent with 
bosonic and fermionic couplings.

1.B Direct Search from HVT W’

1.A  Direct Search from SSM W’
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doi:10.1007/JHEP07(2014)079 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP07%282014%29079
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Summary
Summary of all 95% CL exclusion limit results with various theoretical model interpretations in the electron and muon 
channels, and the combination of both channels. 
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Search for new physics in lepton(e/μ) + p
T

miss final state by CMS with Run 2 dataset (137.1 fb-1).

No significant deviation from SM expectation is found. We set limits in different ways:
➜ Model Independent

➜  R-parity Violating SuperSymmetry model (RPV SUSY), limit on  λ-M
     

plane.

➜ Direct resonance search: 

➜ Sequential Standard Model (SSM), limit on W’ mass.

➜ Limit on SSM coupling strength g
W′.

➜ Extra dimensions (split-UED), limit on μ -1/R plane.

➜ Indirect resonance search:

➜ Constrain in the electroweak oblique parameter W, first time using LHC data.

➜ Higgs compositeness scenario,  limit on the g
*
-m

*
 plane.
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Conclusions
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➜ These results are made public in PAS-EXO-19-17 physics analysis summary.
➜ Presented in Moriond EW 2021 two days ago.
➜ Coming paper publication, in the last steps from the collaboration review to send to journal.
➜ And it will will be presented as my main PhD thesis work.

Thank you!
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Conclusions
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http://cds.cern.ch/record/2758647?ln=en
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Backup
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El
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o

n
 c

h
.  

sp
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if
ic

➜ EE L1 prefiring maps for 2017 data.   

➜ p
T

miss correction for electrons not identified as PF electrons.

➜ p
T

miss correction to account for the difference between muon TuneP p
T
 and PF p

T
.

➜ ttbar dileptonic and semileptonic, normalization factor from data control region.
➜ B-tag SFs. https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/BtagRecommendation 

Electron trigger: 
➜ SF: (0.995 ± 0.005)-(0.998 ± 0.01)
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M
u

o
n
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h

.
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if

ic
MC corrections (2017 and 2018)

Electron ID: 
➜ SF: (0.97 ± 0.03)-(0.98 ± 0.05)

➜ WJets inclusive (Madgraph MLM-LO): corrected NLO(QCD) using 2016 aMC@NLO (FXFX),function of gen M
W

.
➜ W massive (Pythia): k-factor from NNLO QCD (FEWZ)+ NLO EW (MCSANC), function of gen M

W
.

➜ W boosted (Madgraph MLM-LO): corrected to NLO(QCD) and NLO(EWK), function of gen W p
T
. arXiV:1412.5157

➜ PU reweighting.
➜ MET corrections on data and MC from JME POG, to mitigate effect of EE noise on MET.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/759372/contributions/3149378/attachments/1721436/2802416/metreport.pdf 

➜ Recommended MET filters. https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/MissingETOptionalFiltersRun2 

➜ Lepton trigger, lepton ID and muon Isolation SFs. All as function of η.

Muon trigger:  
➜ SF: (0.911 - 1.01)±(0.005-0.08)

Muon ID: 
➜ SF : (0.974 - 0.994) ± (0.004 - 0.021)

Muon Isolation: 
➜ SF : ~ 1 ± 0.001
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Preselection:
➜ HLT trigger:

e channel Photon200 
μ channel Mu50 OR TkMu50 OR OldMu100

➜ Lepton offline p
T
 threshold & eta:

e channel p
T
 > 240 GeV, |η| < 2.5

μ channel p
T
 > 53 GeV, |η| < 2.4  

➜ Veto a second lepton with  p
T
 > 25 GeV 

and loose ID (both e, mu)

ID quality cuts:
e channel: HEEPv7 ID
μ channel: 
➜ isHighPtMuon ID
➜ isHighPurity track
➜ Traker isolation <  0.1* p

T
➜ d

xy
 < 0.02 cm , d

z
 < 0.5 cm

➜ Δp
T
  > 0.3*p

T

Kinematic cuts: massive resonance production
➜ Balance 0.4 < p

T
lepton/p

T
miss < 1.5 

➜ Back-to-back: ∆ɸ(lepton, p
T

miss ) > 2.5 
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Additional cuts:
e channel
➜ Veto 2 high-M

T
 mis-reconstructed events in 2018 

(by EGamma POG)
μ channel
➜ Reject evts with Njets (AK4) > 6 || leading jet 

tagged as coming from b-quark ➜ ttbar rejection

Selection - detailed
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Selection - detailed

to reduce ttbar background

to exploit the two-body decay kinematics of a massive resonance

to reduce DY and Diboson backgrounds
to reduce QCD background
to enter in the muon acceptance of the detector
to be above the turn on curve of the trigger efficiency

to select a quality muon

El
. C

h
an

n
el

M
u

. C
h

an
n

el

to select a quality electron

to exploit the two-body decay kinematics of a massive resonance

to reduce DY and Diboson backgrounds
to enter in the electron acceptance of the detector

to be above the turn on curve of the trigger efficiency

to remove mis reconstructed events
to avoid the effect from the p

T
 threshold 

to avoid the effect from the p
T
 threshold 
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Data 2017: SingleMuon + SinglePhoton
Data 2018: SingleMuon + EGamma

MC background: NNPDF3.1 PDF sets

➜ W (Main Background):
➜ WJetsToLNu inclusive low mass (Madgraph MLM)
➜ W offshell: WToMuNu + WToENu + WTauNu mass-binned (Pythia) 
➜ WJetsToLNu HT binned, boosted (MadGraph MLM)

➜ DY:   ZToLL (PowHeg)
➜ Top: ttbar and single top (PowHeg)
➜ Dibosons: WW (PowHeg), WZ and ZZ (Pythia)
➜ QCD:

➜ HT bined (Madgraph)
➜ p

T
 bined muon enriched (Pythia) normalized to data with ABCD method
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Datasets and MC samples - detailed

L = (35.9 + 41.5 + 59.7) fb−1 = 137.1 fb−1
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Background - QCD
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QCD contribution in the muon channel is estimated using simulated p
T
 binned muon enriched 

samples to extract M
T
 template (shape).

Normalization of QCD samples in signal region using ABCD method in the M
T
 and relative tracker 

isolation variables. A 50% uncertainty in the normalization factor obtained is assumed.

80
0.5

120

rel trk. iso

M
T (

G
eV

)

0.1

A

C

B

D

Distributions from QCD background in the muon 

channel after the complete analysis selection.

QCD contribution for M
T
 > 1 TeV ~ 1 event  



Observed and expected numbers of events, 137 fb-1 (2016, 2017, and 2018), for M
T
 thresholds:

Events 
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Probability for muon charge misassignment in 

high mass W’  to μ𝜈 simulated samples.

Muon charge misassignment
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CMS 
Superconducting 

Solenoid

high p
T 

muon

low p
T 

muon



High energy electron definition: HEEP ID
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